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Introduction 

It is con皿 onplacefor linguists and engineers alike in the field of mac血 e

translation to make broad statements about the nature of spontaneous speech. It is 

tempting to claim that natural native speaker conversation contains too many e1rnrs, too 

many n~n-standai·d structures, or too many fragmental utterances to be dealt with in a 

machine tr皿 slationenvironment. 

But is this actually the case? We made a thorough ex皿 inationof two of the 16 

conversations collected dming an experiment set in the ATR Environment for 

Multimodal Interaction (EMMI) (Loken-Kim et al., 1993a, b) to catalogue exactly what 

kinds of s.tructures were found in native-speaker, spontaneous speech. While it is 

ce1tainly the case that such speech contains a number of problematical characteiistics not 

found in formal or read speech, it is possible to make suggestions as to how these 

structures can be dealt with. Fmiher, spontaneous speech contains features absent in 

formal speaking styles which血ghtactually be used to advantage in macl1ine translation. 

Seligman et al. (1993) explore the use of filled pauses and pauses for segmenting 

Japanese utterances in an automatic inte1-preting system. Some suggestions will be made 

below for a sinul紅 studyfor English. 

This repo1t presents an exhaustive listing of the structures contained in the two 

conversations examined and specific proposals for how to handle them in a natural 

language processing system. Of course, even if these proposals紅 efully implemented, 

they may not, in fact, be adequate for additional examples of spontaneous speech. 

However, the machinery that these proposals entail should be useful in a number of 

cases not specifically present in the conversations under exanunation here. 

Below we will briefly describe the nature of the conversations exanuned and 

discuss the cataloguing of the structures found in those conversations. (The full listing 

of structures is given in Appendix A; the transcriptions of the conversations are given in 

Appendix B and Appendix C.) Then a multi-pronged approach is desc1ibed for handling 

the structures, utilizing filteting, grammatical analysis, and illocutionaiy considerations. 

EMMI experiment 

The conversations were collected in an experiment compaiing speaker pe1formance 

by telephone only and via a multi-modal conmrnnication environment, using the A TR 

EMMI. No11h Ameiican native speakers of English were asked to imagine that they 

were _aniving for the first time in Kyoto and had to find their way to a conference center. 

They called the "Conference Office" and talked to an "agent" (who remained the same 

t旧oughoutthe expe1iments) in each of the two environments. Their speech was 



recorded and transciibed. Details concerning EMMI can be found in Loken-Kim et al. 

(1993a); details of the expeliment can be found in Fais et al. (f01thcon1ing). 

Because the agent was practiced and the clients naive, it was felt that the clients' 

speech structures would be ch紅 actelisticof a more natural, spontaneous speech style. 

For the work repo1ted here, one of the clients was selected and the two conversations in 

which he took pmt were analyzed. The client was selected because he showed a 

relatively high percentage of self-initiated talk and thus it was possible to sample a 

greater range of structures in屈sconversation than in conversations in whlch the client 

took a more passive role. 1 

The conversations were exan1ined by hand, using as a rough sta.J.ting point the 

categ~ries tabulated in Fais (1993c). Actually, the range of structures in the current 
investigation is not as broad as that of the previous work, probably because the 

conversations were more constrained. 

Once the structures were identified, it became necess紅yto answer the question: 

how cotild each structure be handled in a natural language processing system? Looked at , 

in this light, the structures seemed to fall more or less naturally into t肛eegroups: those 

that should be "filtered Out" of consideration before gran1111atical analysis begins; those 

that are best desctibed in gran1111atical terms; and those that involve discourse 

considerations. The structures that fall in each of these groups will be discussed below, 

and the coordination of the approaches suggested for dealing with each one will then be 

addressed. 

Structures to be filtered 

There is a ce11ain amount of speaker production that makes no cont1ibution to the 

conversation, and so can appropiiately be filtered out of the analysis input. This 

statement, so baldly put, is clearly wrong; every uttered sound makes a contribution to a 

conversation, from the lowliest tlu・oat cleating to the most Latinate substance word. It 

may be more accurate to put the argument this way: at the level at which a language 

processing system will render the structure of its input stiings, the fine-grnined 

distincti~ns signified by such utterances as "ah" or "um," for example, will be 
unrecognized. Clearly it isn't the case that they make no cont1ibution in conversation in 

the real world; they simply c狙motmake a contiibution in the world of automatic 

language processing because language processing systems are not equipped to recognize 

and exploit their cont1ibution. It is these utterances that we are proposing be filtered out 

of the inpi1t-to the granm1atical analysis component. 

These utterances fall into tlu・ee catego1ies: filled pauses, false stai1s, and breaks in 

sentences: The first two types of utterance have been discussed in the literature as 

"disfluencies." 

I In fact, the agent was the donlinant speaker in all conversations; in the case chosen here, however, 

the client had a relatively greater number of utterances than other clients. 
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Filled pauses 

"Filled pauses" refers to non-word sounds that speakers typically make to fill 

silence when taking time to consider a strncture, lexical item, or conversational direction. 

In English, they typically take the form of "um," "ah," "oh," and somewhat less 

frequently, "er." Until recently, these utterances had to be filtered by hand, but some 

attempts are cmTently being made to recognize and filter them automatically out of input 

to structural analysis (Slu・iberg et al., 1992; Woszczyna et al., 1994; Kikui, personal 

conummication). The general approach is to recognize filled pauses as words are 

recognized and to elinlinate them via a look-up process that identifies them as belonging 

to a class・of "unnecessary words." 

False starts 

!he term "false st皿s"as used here actually combines tlu・ee categories distinguished 

by Nakatani and Slu・iberg (1993): repetitions, repairs, and fresh stm1s. In each case, 

initially uttered material is "replaced" by a following utterance. In the case of repetitions, 

the replacement is identical to the 01iginal: 

Client (C): OK there's a there's a taxi stand in the bus station2 

In the case of repairs, the replacement corrects a lexical item: 

Age11t (A): ... a lot of foreign people stay there…and they go they visit there 

In the case of fresh struts, the replacement material corrects a phrase or sentential 

level cons.truction: 

C: I'm trying to figure out how to get to the International Conference Center where 

I where um the conference is I believe 

Kikui has also tentatively proposed an approach for dealing with these kinds of 

problems, using the concept of "keys." The language processing system searches 

morphologically labelled data for "keys," which are pairs of words (w 1, w2) such that 

w 1 cons~itutes a (proper or improper) subst1ing of w2. The search takes place within a 

"window" of some length of a specified number of words. Once the keys are located, 

their context is searched forward and backward for more keys, until a pair of maximally 

similar strings is identified. The system then "ignores" or "discards" the first stiing of 

the pair. Refinements to the procedure include retaining the similar st1ings if they are 

involved in-some two-argument structure such as coordination or a "from ... to ... " type 

,._ All examples given here紅etaken from the two EMMI conversations analyzed for this report, 

unless noted otherwise. 
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structure. 

Breaks 

While this procedure may be productive in cases where there is some repetition, it 

will not~e effective in the case of breaks, in which there is no repetition. Breaks are 
characterized, in fact, by the lack of continuity between the initial, discarded utterance 

and the following re-sta比

A: OK I'm going to ah where are you located in the station do you know 

It is possible that prosodic and/or discourse information can be used to identify 

these cases so that they can be eli1ninated from the input to structural analysis, but there 

are no definitive results in this紅 eaas yet. 3 

"OK" 

For the most pati, the filte1ing approaches desctibed above use some so1i of 

pattern-matching-based alg01ithm to identify the structures involved. In addition, those 

structures are unambiguously redundant, that is, they are filtered out of the input to 

granm1atical analysis in all their occtmences. However, there are some conversational 

elements which have multiple uses, only some of which need to be filtered out. One 

such element is "OK." 

Unlike in the case of repetitions or corrections, the identification of the word "OK" 

is relatively straightf01-w紅 dgiven accurate speech recognition. However, also unlike 

repetitions or conections, the decision to filter out "OK" does not depend solely upon 

that recognition. Instead, it requires additional information regarding the contextual use 

of "OK" as・well. 

"OK" occurs very frequently in the conversations examined, an average of once for 

about every tlu・ee turns. In these conversations, the use of "OK" performed tlu・ee major 

functions: The least frequent, accounting for two of the 35 uses of "OK" examined, is 

the use of "OK" with question intonation in order to ask whether the hearer understands, 

acquiesces to, or agrees with the previous utterance. These instances紅eclearly marked 

by intonation, make a significant contribution to the conversation, and as such, need to 

3 The first step in designing a language processing system that will handle spontaneous speech is to 

make.the grammatical analysis more flexible so that it can acco1runodate the fragment紅 yutterances 

that occur legitimately in spontaneous speech. Breaks, on the other hand, would be better served by the 

traditional grammatical analysis approaches: if it isn't a complete sentence, throw it out. In the 

evolution of systems for spontaneous speech, the first change must be to make the system more 

flexible, and thus more capable of handling the great number of fragmentary structures in such speech; 

only after that has been accomplished can we then look for ways to restrict or augment this flexibility 

to recognize such less common phenomena as breaks. 
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be retained for processing. 

The second most frequent use of "OK" occurs as an acknowledgment to a response 

to a request for information. That is, the first speaker asks for information; the second 

speaker gives him the information; and the first speaker acknowledges her response with 

"OK." These uses accounted for 20% of the occurrences of "OK" in the conversations 

examined・. A typical example follows: 

A: .:.you can get to the International Conference Center by a few different ways 

you can either go by subway bus or taxi how would you prefer to travel <request for 

information> 

C: [ unm1] let's take a bus <response> 

A: OK <acknowledgment> 

These occmTences of "OK" perform a necess紅 yfunction; they info1m the person 

making theresponse (the client in the example) that that response has been understood or 

accepted. If these utterances were filtered out, the conversation could not continue 

naturally. Thus, these utterances make a significant contribution to the dynamics of the 

conversation. As such, they need to be retained in processing. 

The third use of "OK" is by f紅 themost frequent, accounting for nearly 75% of the 

uses of "OK" in these conversations. This occu1Tence is difficult to ch紅 acterize;it 

seems to be used to mark the beginning of a new move in the conversation, either a new 

piece of information or a new direction, often begun by a question. 4 The following 

examples・aive an idea of this use o こっ f"OK:" 

A: OK let me look at the maps we have here to help you 

<;:: [uhum] 

A: OK I'm gunna take a look at the station where you're at and the area OK do 

you see the map on the screen 

While this sort of subtle discourse information is probably used by human 

conversants to cha1t the flow of the conversation, it is too vaguely defined to conttibute 

to natural language processing. It can be filtered out with no effect on the content or 

naturalness _of the conversation. Notice how the example cited above, this time with the 

"OK's" re.moved, still sounds perfectly normal: 

4 As such, this use is most corrunon in the speech of the agent, since she is responsible for 

introducing the most new information (i.e., giving directions). It may also, in fact, be a peculiarity of 

her speech that it occurs as often as it does, but without speech from another agent for comparison, we 

have no way of knowing. 
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A: Let me look at the maps we have here to help you 

C: [uhu叫

A: I'm gunna take a look at the station where you're at and the紅ea do you see 

the map on the screen 

Consider, however, what is required in order to carry out such a filtering. First of 

all, the utterance "OK" must be recognized as such. Then, its intonation must be 

exanuned to deterrr廿neif it is a question. If it is, it is retained. If not, the discourse 

functions -of the two previous utterances must be examined to determine if they make up 

a questio1-Jresponse pair. If so, the "OK" is also retained. If these requirements do not 

hold, the OK may be ignored in fu1iher processing.5 Considerations concerning the 

coordination of filtering and analysis mechanisms ai-e discussed in greater detail below 

(see also Figure 1 for a schematic of the inten-elationships involved in the v狙ietyof 

processing considerations proposed here). 

"And" 

Although the use of "and" as a discourse mm-ker is much less frequent than these 

uses of "OK," it can be handled in a similar way. Spontaneous speech is ch紅 acterized

by frequent use of the conjunction "and" to st1ing together clauses in a single tum. 

"And" may b d e use as well to initiate a tum which is intended as a cont111uat1on of 

information from a previous turn (usually of the same speaker, but occasionally not; see 

Fais (1993a), Schiffrin (1987)). Although this use of "and" caries impo1iant discourse 

information, it makes little cont1ibution to the semantic imp01i of the utterance and may 

be filtere~out in utterance-initial position. This includes those utterances in which "and" 
is not st1ictly utterance-initial, but becomes so after the filtering of "OK," false staits and 

filled pauses, as in the following example: 

C: I've never been in Kyoto before 

A: OK and <false stati> [ah] and <discourse m狙・ker>you wanna get to the 

International Conference Center 

This implies at least a pa1tial ordeting of the application of v血ousfilte1ing 

parameters (Again, see below and Figure 1 for fmther considerations of the coordination 

of mechanisms). Of course, "and" also has syntactic functions; the implications of those 

for the syntactic analysis of these structures will be take up in the next section. 

5 One further problem occurs where "OK" is the only utterance in a tum and yet does not c紅ry

question iりtonationor function・as an ac知 owledgrnent.Provision should be made for these cases to 

receive some default translation, such as "hai" for Japanese. 
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Structures to undergo grammatical analysis 

Once the recognized string has been filtered for disfluencies and unnecess紅 y

"OK's" and "and's," standard grammatical analysis can proceed. But what me the 

remaining structures with which this analysis must work? 

The full list of structures is given in Appendix A, but we will surnm紅 izeeach here 

and discuss those that seem to be peculi紅 to,and problematic for, spontaneous speech. 

As noted in the discussion of "and," spontaneous speech is marked by an extended 

use of sentence conjunction. The use of "and" intra-utterance poses no difficulty for 

syntactic~nalysis. Traditionally, however, an utterance-initial "and" is a syntactic 

anomaly; the function of "and" is to connect two units and no such connection can be 

made if "<;1nd" does not occur between those units (叫ike,say, the subordinate 

conjunctions "if'or "because"). Thus, utterance~initial "and" has no standard syntactic 
analysis. Above we motivated the filtering out of "and" on the grounds that it 

contributes information not utilizable by a language processing system, information that 

has little impact on the semantic content of the utterance. Here we see that for ease of 

syntactic processing as well, the elinunation of utterance-initial "and" is desirable.6 

The subordinate conjunctions used in the conversations examined were 

predominantly "so," "if," and "because." The structures they occurred in are amenable 

to stand<!-rd syntactic analysis. The same is true for the lin廿tedinstances of 

imperatives, although the placement of "please" can be problematical (see Fais, 1993b; 

Lepage and Fais, 1993) The question structures that appear are also all standard, 

though they may represent diffeting illocutionaiy force types and need to be more finely 

analyzed in any system that tracks illocutionary force. (Suggestions for a means for 

doing thi~were made in Fais and Kikui, 1991; see below for fmiher discussion of 
illocutionaiy force.) 

Declarative sentences on the whole are quite simple in structure, containing few 

relative clauses, and only occasional prepositional phrases. The majority of 

these sentences contain copular verb forms as well. 

Short answers ("yes I do") and confirmation tags ("that's coins, right?") both 

appear infrequently; their analysis is unproblematical. An approach analogous to tag 

6 Although the use of "and" as a discourse marker with the function of "continu[ing] a speaker's 

actio11" (Schiffrin 1987) is usually discussed vis-a-vis its occurrence in sentence-initial positions, it 

clearly carries that function within an utterance as well. That is, the use of "and" can be seen overall as 

a way to mark continuation, continuation of the speaker's action of expressing a number of semantic 

units, and the occasions on which it fulfills this function utterance-initially can be seen simply as a 

special c~se of the overall function. In actual fact, most cases of the use of "and" for sentence 
conjunction, i.e., intra-sententially, contribute very little semantic content to the utterance either and 

could probably be filtered out along with the utterance-initial occurrences. However, because a 

syntactic analysis for the inter-sentential instances does exist, that option is not pursued here. 
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analysis might be employed to handle the single case of a postposed belief clause in a 

natural way: 11 ... where the conference is, I believe." 

What Yeager and Den (1993) call "logophoric reflexives" occurs once in the 

conversations exanuned ("I think the easiest way would be taxi myself'). They make 

some suggestions for how to incorporate an analysis of these pronouns into a 

gramn1atical system by using intonational information. The''let me" construction 

seems to be a feature of the agent's conversational style and occurs fairly frequently, 

along with one instance of the use of "let's" by the client. Syntactically, these are 

straightfo1-ward. What is interesting about them, however, is that their use in these 

conversations runs counterto their expected discourse use. These constructions have 

been interpreted as classic examples of syntactically coded speech acts: "let me" is 

usually unambiguously inte1-preted as an offer and "let's" as a suggestion. However, 

they do not always encode those speech acts in these conversations. In fact, "let me" 

functions・as a suggestion in only one of the five cases where this construction occurs in 

these two conversations. The more frequent use of "let me" is equivalent to "I will:" 

A: let me take a look at the maps we have here to help you 

as is the use of "let's:" 

A: how would you prefer to travel 

C: let's take a bus 

Interestingly enough, Seligman et al. (1993) found the same results for the analysis 

of "ne" i'n Japanese spontaneous conversation. The textbook explanation of "ne" is that 

it functions to seek confirmation; however, Seligman et al. found in their cm-pus that it 

was "almost always used for hesitation instead." These findings should ring a loud 

•cautionai-y note for any analysis of illocution紅 yforce type based solely on surface 

syntactic structure. 

There紅 etwo syntactic phenomena wllich do not lend themselves to a 

straightfor-ward analysis under standai・d assumptions. One is the utterance of 

unattached noun phrases, that is, NP's which do not play a functional pait in a 

sentence structure. These were discussed extensively in Fais (1993c) as they also played 

a pronlinent role in the conversations examined in that work.7 Clearly, a grammar 

7The functions performed by the single NP's in the conversations under discussion here seem to be 

easier to circumscribe, however. They are limited to a statement of identification ("Good morning 

Conference Office can I help you"), or of affirmation: 

C: [ah] do you know how much it should cost 

A: yes the taxi [ah] is running about ten thousand yen right now 

C: ten thousand yen 
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that requires the resolution of each structure to a sentential level is not adequate for the 

characte1ization of these utterances. The granm1ar must be flexible enough to recognize 

the validity of a free-standing noun plu・ase if it is not possible to incorporate the plu・ase 

into a sentential structure (although see footnote 3 for some reservations). 

In the discussion above, we rather glibly glossed over the issue of the analysis of 

sho1t・answers. In fact, sh01t answers of the sentential type are rather straightforward, 

requi1ing only a provision for the attachment of "yes" or "no" to what is otherwise a 

simple sentential structure, such as "yes I do." However, sho1t answers may also 

consist of single noun plu・ases. 8 T討scase also requires a grammar that accepts a 

free-standing noun plu・ase. 

To take it one step fu1ther, of course, sho1t answers may be free-standing plu・ases 

of any type; the conversations exanlined here contain an example with prepositional 

plu・ases: "on the sides and the front of the bus." And free-standing clauses are not 

limited to-the case of sh01t answers; these conversations contained one example of a 

free-standing "if'clause, a construction quite common in the work done in Fais (1993c): 

C: if you think I'll be able to conm1unicate with the taxi d1i.ver 

Thus, it is clear that the granun紅 cannotbe restricted to the requirement that all 

utterances be headed by S, that is, that all utterances be analyzed as sentential units. 

However, how to limit the possibilities for acceptable uppermost level categories is 

uncle_ar at this point. 
， 

The last problematical case may ad血tof no elem・solution at present. This is an 

example of what we would loosely call postposing phenomena. These kinds of 

examples are discussed at length in Pais (1993c) because they m-e, in fact, a fairly 

commori phenomena there, though there is only one example in the conversations 

examined here. 

A: that's where you can pick up a taxi right there 

This is an example of cataphoiic reference in which the pronoun "that" precedes its 

antecedent "tight there," which in tum is a free-standing plu・ase. It might be possible to 

charactetize the syntactic structure of this utterance accurately; it is a fau・ly standard 

A: ten tliousand yen 

8 of which another slightly problematical response, a single answer "yes" or "no," nlight be 

considered a special case. ， 
The option of expanding possible ult11nate-level catecrories from just S to S, NP, PP and possibly 

others is only one possible solution. Another approach, one taken by Hirst and Ryan , is to allow 

incomplete analyses. In the first approach, stand-alone NP's would be analyzed as complete structures, 

headed by NP. In Hirst's approach, they would be analyzed as incomplete structures, S's having an NP 

but lacki11g a VP. Hirst's approach is also discussed in another context below. 
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example of what has been described as "right dislocation." However, there are other 

possible types of examples of this phenomenon which are more problematic (see Fais, 

1993c for a detailed discussion). In addition, it will almost ce1iainly pose problems for 

referent tmcking; until the mechanisms for such tracking are better understood, we will 

leave the problem here. 

Although syntactic e1TOrs紅 eless frequent than is conm1only thought in 

spontaneous speech, they do occur. The following two utterances are examples: 

C: I 0 never been in Kyoto before 

A: this is the bus station here and 0 the middle of the station you'll want to catch 
bus number five 

In a real-time operating language processing system, it is clearly unacceptable 

simply to leave these utterances unprocessed. The system must either be flex.ible enough 

tom球ea・pa11ial attempt or have the option to query the speaker for a reformulation, or a 

combination of both. The design of this aspect of the system could benefit from 

ex.pe1ime11ts in which users must deal with faulty or no franslations for their utterances 

(Seligman, personal conmmnication). At present, these examples are merely noted and 

not resolved. 

Likewise, a careful flexibility will be needed in the semantic interpretation of 

sentences, especially prepositions. A number of "odd" uses of prepositions were 

recorded: 

A: I'm at Kyoto 

C: I've just gotten into Kyoto at the Kyoto Station 

While these紅 eperfectly correct郡皿rnatically,the use of "at" with "Kyoto" in the 

first sentence and "at" with "gotten" in the second (in the sense meant here) m-e 

unnatural . 10 

One pqssible approach to this problem is suggested by Hirst and Ryan (1992) for 

use in a different kind of natural language processing context. In their approach, there 

are two representations for any given text ("utterance" in a spoken language processirig 

context): a natural language representation, i.e., the text itself, and the system's 

representation of the text, stored in pmallel and linked at approp1iate points. In cases 

where there is no deternunant representation in the system's formalism, the natural 

language version is used. Hirst and Ryan me envisioning use of this type of "nuxed-

depth encodings" in the domain of large-text que1ies, but the concept is a useful one, on 

10 The use of "the" with "K yoto Stat10n" is another example of semantic "unnaturalness" and 

contributes to the "strangeness" of this utterance. 
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a more lii11ited scale, in natural language processing. Ce1tainly a real-time machine 

translation system, for example, cannot afford to leave lai・ge amounts of the analysis 

represented by the natural, source language. However, being able to manipulate non-

understoo.d pieces of utterance within the approp1iate structural context is an essential 

aspect to an appropiiate user-query function. So, for example, take the case in which 

the grammar of the system were such that it could not understand "I'm at Kyoto." If it 

had access to some representation of that utterance, it could use that information to 

generate an appropriate query such as "where are you?" It could generate this query by 

recognizing subject and verb from the structural analysis it could do, and generating an 

appropriate question word "where" to match at least the higher level semantic imp01i of 

at. 

This type of capability nught be useful in dealing with lexical disambiguation. 

There紅 eanumber of cases in which con-ect translation depends crucially upon the 

system's ability to disambiguate the sense of a lexical item from context; the correct 

inte1-pretation of the following depends upon the use of the approp1iate meaning for 

"take" vis-a-vis its use with "exit six:" 

A: you wanna take exit six across the street to the bus station 

That is, it cannot have its "pick up and cai1-y with you" sense, but rather must have 

its "go tlu・ough" sense. Whether a semantic analysis system can be designed that is 

robust enough to be able to discri1ninate between these two senses on the basis of 

contextuai information alone is still an open question. Boitet and Loken-Kim (1993) 

have suggested that it may be more reasonable to expect that speakers will have to 

actively work with the system to resolve these s01ts of ambiguities. If this is the case, 

then the system must have some means for isolating the difficulty and generating a 

query. If it were able to work with p紅 tialrepresentations, then it Inight locate the two 

senses of "take," and formulate a query such as "do you mean'carry the exit across the 

street_'or'go through exit six and across the street'" or some similai・sort of question. 

The degree to which this capability will be necessary of course, depends crucially upon 

the propo1tion of sentences in which the system finds unanalyzable structures or 

undecidably ambiguous expressions. 

Structures involving discourse considerations 

There is a range of utterances which function not grammatically, but on a discourse 

level. We have already discussed "OK" and the discourse use of "and" above, but other 

examples・include phatic utterances such as "good morning," "hello," and "you're 

welcome,." and responses and acknowledgments such as "great," yep," and "got it." 

These utterances form a rough continuum, from those having only a phatic function, 

such as "ryello" or "yep," to those which may function either in a "literal" sense ("it's 

great weather outside") or a conventional sense ("I'll make a reservation for you;" 

"great"). The difficulty for machine analysis, of course, is disciiminating between tl~e 
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two uses and thus, between the two possible meanings for the expressions. At present, 

it is not ?ossible to automatically and unambiguously assign appropii.ate meanings to 

these expressions. However, it is possible to weight meaning assignments according to 

how frequently the expression appears in either its phatic or literal function. So, "hello" 

might receive an assignment of high phatic probability, while "good" would.be ranked as 

neutral, and "bus" (which presumably would not have any phatic function), would 

receive a phatic probability of zero. 

Another factor that can aid in discrinlinating between these two uses is the fact that・ 

these expressions tend to have their phatic meanings when they are singular expressions, 

and tend to have their "literal" meanings when embedded in another utterance. Thus, 

"good morning" uttered alone is almost ce1tainly phatic, while in "It's a good morning," 

"good morning" has its literal sense. 

In the conversations examined, there were ten utterances which could have phatic 

functions: "good morning," "thanks," "bye," "have a good time," "well," "then," "let's 

see," "all tight," "got it," and "fine" (listed here in [intuitive] order of decreasing 

probability of call"ying phatic meaning). All of these, with the exception of "fine" and 

"right," were used only as non-embedded utterances with phatic function. In no case 

were these eight found with phatic function in an embedded position in a sentence. 

"Fine" occmTed as a singular utterance functioning as a response to a suggestion: 

ー

A: Let me tell you how to get to a taxi stand right now 11 

C: OK fine 

It also occurred embedded in a sentence. In this case it had its literal meaning: 

A: if you need to make change you can: just put in a thousand yen note ... and it 

will give you change back 

C: OK I thank you very much I think I think that'll be fine 

Similarly for "all 1ight;" it appeared once, unembedded, with its phatic meaning, 

and a number of tunes embedded with three different literal meanm as: as an intensifier 
と

("right now"); as a confirmatory tag ("that's coins, right?"); and in a copular sentence 

("that's right"). Thus, the generalization that an utterance expresses its literal meaning 

when it occurs in an embedded context, and expresses its phatic meaning when it is not 

embedded see1i1s to hold without contradiction in these conversations. This distinction 

enables a clear-cut decision to be made between those two types of meaning for the 

fragmenta1-y utterances with phatic functions in these conversations. 

While it is ce11ainly the case that utterances may have two types of meaning, a phatic 

11 Recall the discussion of "let's" above. This is the one case in which it is found in its typical role 

as the structure of a suggestion. 
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one and a "literal" one, it is not the case that they must be handled by two different 

mechanisms. Although great progress has been made in the area of discourse tracking, it 

is not・yet possible to inco1-porate a sophisticated discourse analysis module into a 

working natural language processing system. Indeed, in some cases, it might not even 

be desirable to do so. That is, it is possible to take the analysis of so-called discourse 

phenomena a long way simply by exploiting their surface syntactic structures. 

Fais and Kikui (1991) discuss in detail the p紅 ticularfactors involved in the 

generation of English responses approp1iate to discourse context, focusing on a small 

number of responses and acknowledgments. The approach proposed there links a 

possible illocution紅 yforce type with the surface syntactic structure of the utterance; 

rules detei•nuning the surface form of the response have access to the illocutionary force 
type featu_res (there called "intention features") of the previous utterances and use those, 

along with other syntactic information, to generate an appropriate response. This 

approach _could easily be extended to include the wider range of responses found in 

spontaneous speech simply by adding the proper entries to the lexicon. 

Both this approach and the technique described above for discriminating phatic and 

literal uses of fragmentm・y utterances require minimal discourse level information, but 

they do presuppose a unique assignment of intention feature value to smface syntactic 

structure. While this is clearly something of an oversimplification, (as we saw in the 

case of "let me" and "let's" above) it may be an efficient procedure in a great number of 

cases. S虹iberget al. (1992) discuss an alternative method for distinguishing two uses 

of the words "no" and "well:" their literal (embedded) uses and their use as signals for 

repairs. ・They found these two uses to be "quite distinguishable…on the basis of 

simple prosodic features." Cle紅 ly,there is fm1her work to be done in this area. 

Topic or focus tracking is another problematical area in which discourse information 

seems to play a part. In Fais (1993c), a troublesome number of what were called there 

"knowable onussions" were noted. These are cases in which some "knowable," focused 

element i~elided from the utterance. Tracking focused elements tlu・ough the course of a 

conversation nught enable us to "re-construct" the full form of the utterance, with the 

focused element re-inse11ed. However, in the conversations exanuned here, only one 
lつsuch example was noted -: 

C: the numbers are written on the bus? 

A: yes the numbers紅 ein English 

C: where on the bus? 

The tracking and inferencing required to interpret t_his sentence as "where are the 

p ~in Fais (1993c), "knowable omissions" also included the result clause which is often onlitted from 
"if'statements. The one example of this so11 found in the conversations examined here was discussed 

above under "Structures to undergo granunatical analysis." 
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numbers (written) on the bus" are beyond the scope of present systems. 

Coordination of the approaches 

The schematic sketched in Figure 1 represents the logical dependencies among the 

approaches described above. All subsequent processes depend upon the process 

described above them in the figure. Thus, all processes depend upon the speech 

recognition phase to render the speech signal into identified words. Some of those 

words V.-:ill be, in Kikui's term, "redundant," that is , they will be filled pauses and false 

st皿s.These will be disc紅 dedby a pattern matching filter along the lines of that 

proposed by Kikui (personal communication) or Sluiberg et al. (1992). 

In order for the discourse m紅kerfilter to coffectly retain substantive uses of "OK" 

and "tight," it is 1iecessary that intonational information be available. Since one of the 

crite1ia fo_r discarding the discourse marker use of "and" is that it appe紅 utterance-initial,

the ordering of this deletion process after that for filled pauses and repetitions (and even 

"OK"). 1s crucial, as we saw above. 

After filteting and intonational tagging has been done, the grammar can operate on 

the resulting input sttings. The granunar will still have to be made somewhat more 

flexible than current versiori.s in order to accomn1odate the various structures desc1ibed 

above; in addition, it must be able to make use of intonational information in order to 

correctly assign Intention features to utterances. Intention features are assigned as part 

of the grammatical analysis on the basis of surface syntactic structure, intonational 

information, and, in some cases, the value of the intention feature of the preceding 

utterance. 

It is impossible to co1Tectly gauge the effectiveness of this type of system without 

implementation and testing. However, it is possible to guess that fmther discourse 

information and tracking might be of use in resolving residual difficulties. It is 

reasonable to think that a discourse manager could make use of the output of the 

grammar to achieve these aims. 

Figure 1 is not meant as a representation of the actual organization of such a system, 

although,.of course, if the processes are carried on in a st1ictly sequential manner, it 

would be. Instead, as explained above, it is a schematic of the logical relationships 

among these processes. This so11 of system could easily be implemented in a 

"whiteboard architecture" such as that desctibed by Seligman and Boitet (1993). 

Future directions 

．
 

,' 

Clearly the fast step requ江edonce each of the areas described above is examined in 

detail, is the implementation of one or more of the processes discussed, in order to 

deteri1une how effective they are. Only tht・ough implementation and testing can the 

questions raised here be confidently answered. Future collaborative work with Loken-

Kim and others to put these suggestions into workable form should help provide some 

of those・answers. 
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Specifically, one ai-ea crucial for the implementation of effective discourse analysis 

is the defi_nition of the unit of analysis. As we have seen, the sentence can no longer be 

considered the unique unit of granunatical analysis for spontaneous speech since many 

well-forn~ed utterances consist of structures smaller than or other than a sentence. We 

have begun work to identify basic syntactic units using as cues "and," "OK," and pause 

information in much the same way that pause information is used to segment Japanese 

spontaneous speech in Seligman et al. (1993), or auxiliai-y sequences are used to identify 

"stai・s" in Japanese by Tomokiyo et al. (1993). 

J;:nglish speakers seem to chunk their spontaneous speech using "and" and "OK" as 

boundary markers; however, where these cues are absent, other means, probably 

phonetic information involving pause and F。,must be employed. While it has been 

assume~here that (fairly) conventional cmTent gran1111紅 swill be enabled by the filte1ing 

techniques desc1ibed, it may well be the case that a graI11111ar written for the "pause unit" 

will have significantly different characteristics from those of conventional gran1111ar-s. 

This may necessitate adjustments to the filtering desc1ibed here. 

Conclusion 

Because spontaneous speech contains a number of chm-acteiistics not found in 

more formal styles of speech, it is necessary to propose a greater vaiiety of approaches 

for processing such speech in an automatic system. The conventional role of 

gran1111atical analysis must change; although in formal language processing, gran11natical 

analysis could be the piimary means for dealing with p虹asalstrnctures, in spontaneous 

language analysis, it must be augmented by filte1ing procedures which so1t the structures 

to be made available to gran1111atical analysis. On the other hand, there m・e a number of 

discourse level phenomena found in spontaneous speech that may, in fact, yield to 

grammatical analysis. The proposals made here combine specific p狙・ametersfor filtering 

non-cont1ibuting utterances with suggestions for new oiientations in gran1111atical 

processing, which together constitute a configuration of approaches for processing the 

pmticular characteiistics of spontaneous speech. Future work in the implementation of 

the proposals made he1:e should provide insights as to the feasibility of these approaches. 
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Speech recognition ._ 1 string of words including filled 
pauses, repetitions, etc. 

Pattern matching filter —• _ I string of words without filled pauses, false 
starts 

Intonation tagging ~ 

string of words with intonation 
information: e.g., question intonation 
on "OK" and "right;" tag on 
logophoric pronouns 

Discourse marker filter ~ 

string of words without 
"noncontributing" discourse markers 
such as "and" and (non-intonationally 
marked) "OK" 

Grammar 
semantically interpretable structures 
including Intention features (sometimes 
assigned with reference to Intention feature 
of preceding utterance) 

一
一一--

一~-
Discourse a叫 ysis--- • 

structures augmented with features 
allowing topic tracking, illocutionary 
force tracking, etc. 

Figure 1. Relative system dependencies 

．
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Appendix A: List of structures 

The actual examples of the structures discussed in the text紅 elisted here. Eff 01i was 

made・to list the structures in the same order (and under the same headings) as in the text. 

However, all discourse-related structures, though they紅 ediscussed under both 

"granunatical" and "discourse" headings in the text, 紅 elisted under "discourse 

considerations" here. 

In the list below, notations such as "x2" indicate that the expression was found twice in 

the combined conversations. The use of"?" denotes a glottal stop. The word 

transc1i.bed as "thi" is the full pronunciation of the word "the," with [i:] rather than 

schwa. 

Notes on conventions: although effo1i was made during transcii.ption to subjectively 

register small but discernible differences in the pronunciation of filled pauses (e.g., "um" 

vs. "u111IT111), I have not attempted to reproduce those differences here. Nor have I 

retained the va1i.ous transcii.ption conventions noted at the beginning of Appendix B. 

Please see those notes for additional questions concerning the transcriptions. 

Structures to be filtered 

Filled pauses False st紅 t False stai1, cont'd 

• ah x29 • a? • they go 

• eh x4 • and • where I 

• lm1 • I • y 

• nm1hu* • I think • you can travel 

• oh x2 • I've never • you're 1 

• uh x2 • if you need • yu 

• uhuh x3 • is 

• uhum x6 • it's on 
• LI°!11、x9 • Kyoto Center 

• let me 

• let me 

• so that's 

• th 

• that's x2 

• the bus 

• there's a 

Break 

• if you go directly into the front doors of the bus station the tae (interrupted) 

• I'm going to 
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Structur_es to undergo grammatical analysis 

Conjunction 

• you're going to be coming up this street here and you'll be going down Sanjo 

dori and coming up to the Conference Center about light there 

. • exit six will take you to the 1101th side of the building and light across the stJ.・eet 

is the bus station 

• I am on the first floor and that's about all I can tell 

• I'm at Kyoto station now and I'm trying to figure out how to get to the 

conference 

• let me go to a different map and I believ~we can call up thi International Center 

and show you little bit about where the center is in relation to the area 

• my name is Snuth and I've just gotten i'to Kyoto at thi Kyoto Station and I'm 

. trying to figure out how to get to thi International Conference Center where 

the conference is I believe 

• that's light and I don't speak any Japanese 

• the bus ticket will _cost you five hundred yen and you can pay for it right on the 

.bus 

• there is change on the bus and if you need to make change you can just put in a 

thousand yen note and it will give you change back 

• there's only one number five bus and it leaves every half hour 

• you're attending a conference at thi International Conference Center and you're 

at Kyoto Station 1ight now 

• you're light in this temunal here and you can get to the International Conference 

Center by a few different ways 

Subordinate conjunction 

• if I take the number five bus it definitely goes there 

• the taxi drivers do speak English so I don't think there will be a problem 

• there is change on the bus and if you need to make change you can just put in a 

. thousand yen note and it will give you change back 

• they're ve1-y famili紅 withthat Center because a lot of foreign people stay there 

・and they visit there and go to conferences there so that shouldn't be a problem 

• you're on the first floor I believe if you're using this phone 

Imperative 

• say please take me to the International Conference Center 
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Question 

• and where am I now 

• can I help you 

• do they make change on the bus 

• do you know 
• do you know how much it sh叫 dcost 

• do you see the map on the screen 
• does that Center appe紅 onmy map here 

• how can I help you 

• how would you prefer to travel 
• is there anything else I can help you with 

• what would you prefer to do 
• where are you located in the station 
• which would be easiest 

Deel紅 ativesentence 

• I.assume it's OK if I speak English 

• I can handle that 

• r・see x3 
• I thank you very much 

• I think that'll be fine 

• I think thi conference is at thi International Conference Center 

• I'm going to take a look at the station where you're at and the area 

• I'muna show you where we're at 
• in the bus station there's a taxi stand 

• it's on the east side of the bus station 
• my name is Snuth 
• that should be fine 
● that's 1ight x3 

• that's what I am 

• the numbers are in English 
• the numbers are wiitten on the bus 
• the taxi is running about ten thousand yen tight now 
• the.re's no other number five bus 

• there's a taxi stand in the bus station 

• there's a taxi stand in the bus station 

• t屈InternationalCenter is right there 

• thi International Conference Center's the first stop 
• this is an English-speaking agent 
• we have tl11・ee different ways to get to the International Conference Center 
• you can either go by subway bus or taxi 
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• you can take the subway bus or taxi 

• you wanna get to the International Conference Center 

• you wanna go out exit six 

• you're at the station 

• you're at Kyoto Station 

• you're at Kyoto Station 

Sho11 answer 

• 110 

• on the sides and the front of the bus 

• yes I do 

T~g 
• that's coins light? 

Belief clause 

• ・where the conference is I believe 

Reflexive 

• I think thi easiest way would be taxi myself 

Let me/us 

• let me go to a different map and I believe… 

• let me pull up my maps to help you here 

• l~t me take a look at the maps we have here to help you 

• let me tell you how to get to the taxi stand 11ght now 

• let's take a bus 

Free-standing NP 

• bus number five in the nliddle of the bus station 

• Conference Office x2 

• first floor 

• five hundred yen 

• how much money 

• taxi stand on the east side of the bus station 

• ten thousand yen x2 

Free-$tanding PP 

• in the bus station 

• on the first floor 

• on the sides and the front of the bus 
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Postposing 

• all I have to say to the taxi diiver is International Conference Center 

• that's where you can pick up a taxi 1ight there 

Problematic sentences 

• I never been in Kyoto before 

• rve just gotten into Kyoto at the Kyoto Station 

• if you look around you there should be exit six 

• it says here on my flyer 

• this is the bus station here and the middle of the station you'll want to catch bus 

number five 

• you wanna take exit six across the street to the bus station 

• you're at Kyoto 

Structures involving discourse considerations 

Phatic utterances 

Fragment 

• all tight 

• fine 

• got it 

• let's see 
•·then 

• well 

Idiom 

• bye x2 

• bye bye x2 

• good morning x2 

• have a good time x2 

• thanks again 

• thanks very much 
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Discourse marker 

• • and ah you wanna go out exit six 

• and how much should I have ready 

• and it's on ah it's on the east side of the bus station 

• and that should take you to the International Conference Center 

• ・and that will be the bus route 

• and they're ve1y fanlili紅 withthat Center because ah a lot of foreign people stay there 

• and where am I now 

• and you wanna get to the International Conference Center 

Knowable omission 

• and how much should I have ready 

• if you think I'll be able to communicate with the taxi diiver 

•whereon the bus 

Yes/no 

• aw 1-ight 

• no 

・ • OK x37 

• yea x5 

• yep 

• yes x7 
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Appendix B: Transcription of telephone conversation 

Transcription conventions: In both this conversation and the one followi1:g in Appendix 

C, "A" designates the Agent; ℃ 'designates the client, and the turns are numbered for 

ease of reference. The name of the client has been changed to protect anonynuty. 

Squme brackets, [], surround filled pauses; parentheses, (), surround material that is 

judged to have been a false stmt (either a repetition, repair or fresh start, see text). 

Slashes, //, surrounded descriptions of non-speech noises made by the speakers such as 

lip smacks (noted as "ls"), breaths, or laughter. 

Curly braces, { } , and occasionally plus m狙・ks,++,mark the boundaries of speech 

uttered simultaneously with speech uttered by the other speaker. Plus marks were used 

where a number of such instances occurred close together in order to nuninuze confusion 

as to which speech segments were simultaneous with which. The determination of the 

extent of the overlap of spontaneous speech was made by ear, and may not be entirely 

precise, although great effo1ts were made to be as accurate as possible. 

Partial pronunciations or deviant pronunciations were marked with an apostrophe (e.g., 

"l'me" foi・"let me"); the fusions of "want to" and "going to" were transcribed as 

"wanna" and "gonna" respectively. Some other less common fusions were also 

transciibed as words. The full pronunciations of "the" and "a" were transcribed as "thi" 

and "e" respectively. 

1. A: Good morning conference office how can I help you 

2. c・: (y') yes my name is [ah] Smith { [eh] (is)} I assume it's OK if I speak English 

3. A: { [uhuhn]} yes [ah] this is an English speaking agent 

4. C: {[oh]} 

5. A: {that's} what I am {/laughing/} 

6. C: { Ali right [ urn] I'm at [ah]} Kyoto station now and I'm trying to figure out how 

to get to the conference I think thi conference is at tlli International Conference Center 

7. A: O{K} 

8. C: {it} says here on my flyer 

9. A: OK [ah] you're at {Kyoto} 

10. C: {[ah]} yes (I've never) [ah] I never been in Kyoto before 
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11. A: OK  (and) [ah] and you wanna get to the International Conference Center 

12. C: t~at's right { and I don't} speak any Japanese 

13. A: {_!breath/} OK let me pull up my maps to help you here 

14. C: all right 

15. A: OK /ls/ OK you're at (Kyoto Center) 

16. C: that's {right} 

17. A: { [eh] Kyoto} station and (you can travel) we have tlu・ee different ways to get 

to the l11temational Conference Center you can take the subway bus or taxi what would 

you prefer to do 
＇ ＼ 

18. C: [u叫 whichwould be easiest 

19. A: I thi咄 thieasiest way would be taxi myself 

20. C: OK [ah] if you think I'll be able to communicate with the taxi driver 

21. A: [ah] the taxi drivers do speak English so I don't think there will be a problem 

(let me) [ ah] let me tell you how to get to the taxi stand {right} now 

22. C: {/creaky voice/} OK fine 

23. A: OK [ah] you're at the station you're on the first floor I believe if you're using 

this phone 

24. C: that's right first {floor} 

25. A: {and} [ah] you wanna go out exit six exit six will [ah] take you to the no1th 

side of the building and right across the street is the bus station in the bus station 

there's a taxi stand if you [ah] go directly into the front doors of the bus {station} +the 

tae+ 

26. C: {OK} (+there's+ a) there's a taxi stand in the bus sta{tion} 

.l 

27. A: { yes the} re's a taxi stand in the bus station 

28. C: [mmhu] 
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29. A: ・and (it's on [ah]) it's on the east side of the bus station that's where you can 

pick up (a?) a taxi right there 

30. C: ・got it 

31. A: OK 

32. C: yep 

33. A: OK [ah] is there anything else I can help you with 

34. C: [um] well let's see all I have to say to thi taxi diiver is International Conference 

Center 

35. A: yes say please take me to thi International Conference Cent{er} 

36. C: {I} can handle that {/laughing/} 

37. A: { 0 /laugh/ and they're very familiar with that Center because [ah] a lot of 

foreign people stay there (so that's) and (they go) they visit there and go to conferences 

there so that shouldn't be a problem 

38. C: OK taxi stand on the east side of the bus station 

39. A: [uhuh] 

40. C: [ah] do you know how much it should cost 

41. A: yes the taxi [ah] is running about ten thousand yen right now 

42. C: ten thousand yen 

43. A: ten thousand yen 

44. C: [uhuh] OK [ah] that should be fine 

45. A: OK 

46. C: all right [ah] thanks very much then 

47. A: OK have a good time 
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48. C: OK bye-bye 

49. A: bye 

●
'
＼
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Appendix C: Transcription of multi-media conversation 

1. A: Good morning Conference Office can I help you 

2. e:・[eh] yes myname is Smith and [uh] I've just gotten (1) to Kyoto at thi [uh] Kyoto 

Station and I'm trying to figure out how to get to thi International Conference Center 

3. A: O{K} 

4. C: ({wh}ere I) where [um] the conference is I believe 

5'. A: OK you're attending a conference at thi International Conference Center and 

you're at Kyoto Station right now 

6. C: that's right 

7. A: OK let me take a look at the maps we have here to help you 

8. C: [uhu叫

9. A: OK I'm going to take a look at the station where you're at and the紅 ea OK do 

you s~e the map on the screen 

10. C: yes I do 

11. A: OK I'muna show you where we're at (you're 1) you're at Kyoto Station 

you're { tight in} this terminal +here+ and you can 

12. C: { [uhu叫} +I see+ 

13. A: get to the International Conference Center by a few different ways you can 

either go by subway bus or taxi how would you prefer to travel 

14. C: [umm] let's take a bus 

15. A: OK 

16. C: /ls/ 

17. A: OK (I'm going to [ah]) wherer you located in the station do you know yu on 

the { first floor} 
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18. C: { [unun] I} am on the first floor and that's about all I can tell 

19. A: O,K if you look around you [ah] there should be exit six you wanna take exit 

six across the street 

20. C: { [uhum]} 
•
ー

J

21. A: {tothebu}sstation 

22. C: I see 

23. A: OK 

24. C: yea 

25. A: 、 [~h] this is the bus station here and the middle of the station you'll want to catch 

bus number five 

26. C: [uhum] bus number five in the middle of thi 

27. A: in the 

28. C: {bus station y}ea 

29. A: { bus station} and that should take you to thi International Conference Center 

30. C: OK [ah] does that Center appear on my map here 

31. A: no (let me) [ah] let me go to a different map and I believe we can call up thi 

International Center and show you little bit about where the center is in relation to the 

area 

32. C: [uhum] 

33. A: OK thi International Center is right there 

34. C: yea and where am I now 

35. A: OK [eh] you're going to be corning up this street here 

36. C: { [hm]} 
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37. A: {and} you'll be going down Sanjo dori 

38. C: [uh_uh] 

39. A: an conung up to the Conference Center about tight there 

40. C: { I see} 

41. A: { and that will be} the bus route (that's) thi International Conference Center's the 

first stop 

42. C: If I take the number five bus [ah] (I) it definitely goes there there's no other 

number five bus 

43. A: ~o there's only one number five bus and it leaves every half hour 

44. C: awright [um] the numbers狙:ewritten on the bus 

45. A: yes the { numb }ers +are in Engl+ish 

46. C: {Ith?} +where on the bus+ {yea} 

47. A: { [ah]} on the sides an the front of the bus 

48. C: OK [unm1] and how much should I have ready 

49. A: ({the bus}) 

50. C: { how much money} 

51. A: the bus ticket will cost you five hundred yen and you can pay for it right on the 

bus 

52. C: OK five hundred yen (that's) [um] that's coins 1ight do they make change on 

the bus 

53. A: [ah] yes there is [ah] change on the bus yea and (if you need) if you need to 

make change you can just put in a thousand yen note 

54. C: [uhum] 

55. A: and it will give you change back 
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56. C: OK I thank you very mu{ch (I think}) I think that'll be fine 

57. A: {OK} great have a good time 

58. C: OK thanks a{gain} bye bye 

59. A: {bye} 

，＇ー
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